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DUAL MIXED VOLUMES OF EQUICHORD AL 
CONVEX BODIES AND VOLUME 

PRODUCTS OF CENTROID BODIES

Young Soo Lee and Moonjeong Kim

Abstract. We evaluate the dual quermeissmtegrals of r-equichordal 
bodies and obtain the lower bound for the volume product ofp-centroid 
body m E2.

1. Introduction
Equichordal points were first studied many years ago. Fujiwara[2] 

and Yanagihara[9] noted that there are noncircular planar convex bod

ies containing one equichordal point. Kelly[5] constructed a whole 

family of such, examples with one equichordal point. The natural gen-^ 

eralization, the z-equichordal points for arbitrary i, are first defined 

explicitly in [3], but are implicit in many earlier papers.

We evaluate the dual quermassint^grals of z-equichordal bodies.

The p-centroid body of a star body was defined by Lutwak and 

Zhang[7]. They proved that if K is a star body (about the origin) in 

En^ then for 1 <p < oo,

⑴ V(K)V(r；K) < 此，

with equaHty if and only if K is an ellipsoid centered at the origin.
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We obtain the lower bound for the volume product of p-centroid 

body, not necessarily centered convex body, in E2.

Our results is:

(i) Let K be an i-equichordal body with origin in E71 with constant c. 

Then

讹i(K) = -c^n5 i € (1,2, ••- , 끼".
厶

(ii) Let K be a convex body in E2 such that the center of approximating 

ellipsoid pair Ez and Eo is the origin. Then, for each real p > 2,

2. Preliminaries

A set E is said to be centered if ~x € E whenever x € £?, and 

centrally symmetric if there is a vector c such that the translate E — c 

of E by —c is centered. In the latter case c is called a center of E.

By a convex body in £7n, n > 2, we mean a compact convex subset 

of En with nonempty interior. Let be a measure in En and E a 

bounded set in En of finite positive pt-measure. The centroid of E with 

respect to /i is the point

晶L”히E

Let S'"」denote the unit sphere centered at the origin in E% and write 

On-1 for the (n— l)-dimensional volume of Let B be the closed 

unit ball in E71, write u?n for the n-dimensional volume of B. Note 

that；
= 7Tn/2/r(l + ：), and On-r =TlWn.

For real p > 1, define cnjP by

cn,p = -
3%&
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For each direction u E Sn~r we define the support function u} on

S71-1 of the convex body K by

h{K^ u) = sup{n • x \ x E K})

and the radial function p(K)u) on Sn~Y of the convex body K by

p(K)u) = sup(A > 0 j Atz e K}.

If p(K, •) is positive and co그tinuous, call K a star body (about the 
origin), and write S for the set of star bodies (about the origin) of En. 

Two star bodies K^L E S are said to be dilated (of one another) if 

p(K」u)/p(L时 is independent of u G Sn~l.

The polar body of a convex body K〉denoted by JC*, is another convex 
body defined by

K* = {y \ x • y < 1 for all x G K}.

It is easily verified that for convex bodies KiM* in En there is an 

implication

(2) K1CK2=>K^C K“

The polar body has the well known property that

h(K*j u) = l/p(JC, w) and p(K*,zc) = l/h(Kyu).

Let Kj be a convex body in En with o G 1 < j < n. Then we 

define the dual mixed volume V{K^ • • • , by

(3) L [ 以 K“M)…p(K"£)ds

n Jsn~1

where du signifies the area element on Sn-1. Let

亿(Ki,玲)=V{KU ・• •，Ki, K2,…，K2).
二、■皿.“.'・ 二^^

n—i %
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If K is a co교vex body in En with o € K, the dual volume Vi(K) and 

dual quermassintegral of K are defined by

/(K) = Wi(K)=丄 / p{K^du.

Tl JSn-l

Thus 匸(K) = K(B, K). Whe프 i = 0, we have Vq(K) = Kn, and when 

i = n, we have

(4) Vn(L) = - [ p(K,u)ndu = V(K),

according to the formula for volume in polar coordinates.

Let K be a convex body in En, A pair of n-dimensional ellipsoids 

(E“ Eo) is called an. approximating pair for K)if 风 U K C Eo and 

if Ei and Eo are homothetic, that is, they have parallel axes a흐d have 

the same aspect ratio. We measure the quality 人(瓦Mo) of our ap
proximating pair E。) as A of an expansion x i A(a? — a?o) + xo 

(with center xo and expansion factor 시.

3. i-equichordal bodies and dual quermassintegrals

Let i E = (x I re > 0} and K convex body in En with the origin. 

The z-chord function pz{K^ u) is defined for u E S^1 as follows :

pz(K, u) = p(K、uf + p(K. 一w)七

Suppose that K is a convex body in En and that there is a c > 0 

such that the 么-chord function of K has the constant value c. Then K 

is called a표 i-equichordal body with constant c.

Theorem 1. Let K be an i-equichordal body with the origin in En 

with constant c. Then

I代顼K) = ^c&,捉两.
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PROOF. From the definition of the dual mixed volume, it follows 

that

I礼_jk)= - [ p(K,uydu = - I p(k, -uydu.
n Jn Jsn-r

So

21礼I(K)=丄 / (〃(K, uy + p(K, -Uy)du

n 丿SnT -

C f A
=—/ du
n J

=ag.

The proof is complete.

4. p-centroid bodies and volume products

For K E S and real p > 1, the p-centroid body^ VpK} of K is the 

body whose support fu교ction is given by

c“2,p/z(「pK,司P =崙[ m • v\Pp(K, o)TP血，
J Sil

for all x E En.

The Minkowski integral inequality shows that 如 k is the support 
function of a (centered) convex body. Note that the polar of VpK is 

denoted by

From the definition of the 代centroid body we see that for K £ S and 

0 G GL(n), so Fp©(K) = 0(rp/f). Thus if E is a centered ellipsoid, 

then

(5) VPE = E

and for a star body K in En and a positive real number r

(6) Fp(rK) = rVpK.

We obtain the lower bomid for the volume product of p-centroid 

body, not necessarily centered convex body, in E*2.
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Lemma 1. ([6]) For every centrally symmetric convex body M and 
every (not necessarily centrally symmetric) convex body C in E% there 

are two concentric affine images a and A of M with a <Z C C A and 

quality 1 +

Therefore we obtain the following special case.

Remark 1. In the above lemma, for eillipsoid E and every (not 
necessarily centrally symmetric) convex body K in E2, there are two 

concentric -ellipsoids Et and Eo of E with Ez C K C. Eo and quality 

1 + \/2.

Theorem 2. Let K be a convex body in E2 such that, in the above 

remark, the center of and Eo is the origin. Then, for each real 

2,
v(K)v(r；K)>(V2 - 1)M-

Proof. By the definition of the p-centroid body,

Let Et and Eo be the approximating ellipsoids of K with quality l+\/2. 

Then Eo C (1 + V2)K. Since V(E0) < (1 +

(7) (鬲)七(1+、/斯(点)七

Using p(K前 < p{Eo^x) and (7)5 then

h(TpK, x) < (1 + y/2)ph(TpEo,x),

and so
rpK c+ V2)prpEo.

Using (2), we get

(土)姦。『
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and using the relation that V(AK) = A2V(K), we get

(8) (3느) ' W冲 - V").

Using (8) and V(形)< V(Jf) < V{EO), we get

⑼ V(K)V(r；K) > (洁歹)P v(包)

From Eo = (1 + V少)瓦，using (5) we get

I、pE。= (1 + J②、瘁，

and so

r;風=r；Eo.

So

(io) v(r;so)=(、/，-1)2 v(「評)

By substituting (10) for (9), and by the case of the equality of (1), we 

get

v(K)v(r;x)> [(^-1)>+1]2^.

Therefore, for p > 2, we obtain the desired result.

Remark 2. Theorem 2 is the result of the special case n = 2. K 

D. Chai and author(Y. S. Lee), in /〃, obtain the general n and quality 

a for a convex body.
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